Nixon Calls Urgent Talks On War

WASHINGTON — President Nixon opened talks today with Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin on a possible truce in Southeast Asia, and raised the possibility of a settlement in the Far East.

Nixon made the announcement during a closed-door meeting with members of his Cabinet, the only public statement he made was that he had been "informed" of the discussions.

The president said he had been "informed" of the discussions by the State Department, which did not confirm or deny the reports.

The talks with Kosygin were part of a broader effort to end the war in Vietnam, which has been going on for more than a year.

Nixon said he hoped to conclude the discussions by the end of the week, but did not specify what form they would take.

He stressed that any agreement would have to be "meaningful" and "realistic".

The talks were expected to focus on ways to end the war, including a possible cease-fire and the withdrawal of American troops from Vietnam.

The president also said he was "confident" that a settlement could be reached, but added that "this is not a guarantee."
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Whatever Happened To Little Eleanor Holm...?

Summer Olympic Games Bring Back Thoughts Of 1936

By JIM DAVENPORT

Eleanor Holm, now a mother of two, daughter of Thomas Holm and Eleanor Holm, is a former Olympic swimmer. She won a gold medal at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin. She is currently married to fellow Olympic swimmer, C. W. 'Bill' Hoyt. 

Eleanor Holm was born on December 29, 1926 in New York City. She began swimming at a young age and quickly showed promise. In 1935, at the age of nine, she won her first national championship. She continued to excel in the sport, eventually earning a spot on the 1936 United States Olympic Swimming Team.

At the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, Holm won gold medals in the 100-meter backstroke and 400-meter freestyle. Her success in the water was mirrored by her talents in the classroom, where she was a straight-A student.

After retiring from competitive swimming, Holm married C. W. 'Bill' Hoyt, also a former Olympic swimmer. The couple has two children, a son and a daughter.

In recent years, Holm has remained active in the swimming community, serving as a mentor and coach to young swimmers.

Ask Dr. Brothers...

Father Suddenly Jealous Of Three-Year-Old Child

By JIM DAVENPORT

A father found himself suddenly jealous of his three-year-old daughter. He had always been proud of his daughter's intelligence and accomplishments, but recently found himself comparing her to other children his age.

Dr. Brothers, a child psychology expert, explains that it's normal for parents to feel this way. However, it's important to remember that each child develops at their own pace.

One way to cope with these feelings is to focus on your daughter's strengths and accomplishments. This can help you feel more pride and confidence in your child.

Fashions, Faces, Places...

Alexandre..'Under The Drier'

By JIM DAVENPORT

Alexandre Garfield, a well-known fashion designer, has introduced a new line of 'Under The Drier' clothing. The line features lightweight, moisture-wicking fabrics designed to keep you cool and comfortable even in the hottest weather.

Garfield's inspiration for the line was his own experiences as a frequent traveler. He wanted to create a wardrobe that could keep up with his busy lifestyle.

The 'Under The Drier' line includes everything from casual T-shirts to formal suits. Each piece is made with high-quality materials and attention to detail.

Remember Mother's Day with a Beauty Salon Gift Certificate. In the amount of your choice.
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Nixon’s Next, Giap Boasts

South Vietnamese Defense Minister Do Ngoc Dung, left, and his Vietnamese ally, Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van Cu, right, review South Vietnamese troops and their equipment during a tour of a South Vietnamese base near Saigon. The tour is part of a larger effort to boost military morale and support for the upcoming elections.

Vietcong Tanker Sinks

A PT-76 tank from North Vietnam’s 4th Tank Regiment sinks in the East River after being hit by American subs. The sinking of the PT-76s is a significant blow to North Vietnam’s ability to support its forces in the south.

War-Bound Tanker Sinks

Troops Hunt Hijacker

The hijacker, a man identified as Charles W. Gable, is being searched by U.S. military personnel near Saigon. Gable, a known communist sympathizer, is believed to have hijacked a U.S. military transport plane.

Belfast Gangs Separated

A U.S. Air Force plane lands in Belfast, Northern Ireland, carrying a group of British troops. The troops are part of the 1st Battalion, the Royal Fusiliers, which is known for its involvement in the conflict.

Latest U.S. Government figures show FBI Chief Called Political Choice

WALLACE F. HOLLAND, President’s special assistant for domestic affairs, has been named acting FBI director. The appointment is expected to be announced soon.

Vital Statistics

Latest U.S. Government figures show FBI Chief Called Political Choice
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Expert Lists Dullest Jobs

A new list of the most boring jobs in America has been compiled by experts. The list includes jobs such as factory worker, librarian, and bank teller.
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